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ABSTRACT
The most distinctive region of the rye B chromosome is a subtelomeric domain that contains an

exceptional concentration of B-chromosome-specific sequences. At metaphase this domain appears to be
the physical counterpart of the subtelomeric heterochromatic regions present on standard rye chromo-
somes, but its conformation at interphase is less condensed. In this report we show that the two sequence
families that have been previously found to make up the bulk of the domain have been assembled from
fragments of a variety of sequence elements, giving rise to their ostensibly foreign origin. A single mecha-
nism, probably based on synthesis-dependent strand annealing (SDSA), is responsible for their assembly.
We provide evidence for sequential evolution of one family on the B chromosome itself. The extent of
these rearrangements and the complexity of the higher-order organization of the B-chromosome-specific
families indicate that instability is a property of the domain itself, rather than of any single sequence.
Indirect evidence suggests that particular fragments may have been selected to confer different properties
on the domain and that rearrangements are frequently selected for their effect on DNA structure. The
current organization appears to represent a transient stage in the evolution of a conventional heterochro-
matic region from complex sequences.

CEREALS, like other higher eukaryotes, often con- capable of rapid quantitative changes under experimen-
tain very large amounts of repetitive DNAs, which tal conditions (see, for example, Karp et al. 1992), and

make up the bulk of the genome in species such as phylogenetic distributions of specific satellite families
maize, barley, wheat, and rye. It is still not clear whether indicate that extensive amplification and elimination
these nongenic DNAs play useful roles in genome func- also occur in natural populations. Some satellites may
tion. The majority of repetitive DNA in these species is be species or family specific, while others may show
derived from long terminal repeat (LTR) retrotranspo- patchy distribution across wide phylogenetic distances
sons (SanMiguel et al. 1996; Bennetzen et al. 1998; (Grebenstein et al. 1995; Vershinin et al. 1996; Nagaki
Panstruga et al. 1998), which are potentially capable et al. 1998). To some extent, these distributions fit the
of explosive amplification and are intrinsically likely to library hypothesis (Salser et al. 1976), in which a range
cause genome expansion. This may be an irrevocable of satellite sequences are present in related genomes,
process, as there does not appear to be an efficient with species-specific patterns of family amplification oc-
mechanism to reverse such colonization, which occurs curring. However, while most characterized satellites do
predominantly at dispersed intergenic sites (Bennetzen appear to be derived from existing tandemly repeated
and Kellog 1997). The proportion of a genome com- sequences, their evolution also involves frequent se-
posed of these elements is, therefore, as likely to reflect quence change or rearrangement and in some cases a
the species’ evolutionary history as any current selective nonsatellite origin can be identified (Pasero et al. 1993;
pressures. A more direct reflection of current pressures Rossi et al. 1993). It has been suggested that abundant
or processes may be provided by the distribution of the families may have been selected for amplification be-
satellite DNA families that are usually concentrated in cause of their ability to specifically bind nuclear pro-
discrete heterochromatic domains and that may be teins, for example, during mitotic transitions (Csink
highly variable between genomes. These domains are and Henikoff 1998); on the other hand, a relatively

consistent property of satellite sequences is the presence
of bent DNA structures (Fitzgerald et al. 1994), and
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MATERIALS AND METHODShanced recombination or segregation distortion (Mos-
chetti et al. 1996), although heterochromatic domains Plant material: All somatic and meiotic materials were taken
display neocentromeric activity in both rye and maize from a local experimental B population of S. cereale containing

B chromosomes (2n 5 2x 5 14 1 B).(Yu et al. 1997).
DNA sequencing and molecular methods: Isolation of theCultivated rye (Secale cereale) is a good model for study-

E3900 clone has been described previously (Blunden et al.ing satellite evolution, as it has particularly prominent
1993). Sequencing of both strands was carried out using fluo-

heterochromatic domains located subtelomerically on rescent labeling (ABI Thermosequenase) and E3900-specific
most chromosome arms. The domains are made up primers. The rye genomic library was constructed by ligating

partially digested Sau3A DNA (15–20 kb, gel purified) fromprincipally of a small number of satellite families (Jones
a plant containing four B chromosomes to lEMBL3 armsand Flavell 1982; Vershinin et al. 1995). The repeat
(Stratagene, La Jolla, CA). The ligation mix was packagedunit of each family is relatively short (120–630 bp) and
using a Stratagene Gigagpack Gold kit and used to infect

organized into relatively homogeneous long tandem Escherichia coli strain SRB. Genomic DNA was made using a
arrays. The most ancient family (as gauged by its occur- modification of the method of Raeder and Broda (1985).

Oligonucleotides and conditions used for PCR were as fol-rence in other species) is most centromere proximal in
lows: crw-R39 UTR and gag recovery, T3LX (TATCAAGTGGTthe subtelomeric blocks; it also has the shortest mono-
ATCAGAGCCAGG) and AW39R (CCATCTCCTTGTARTAYTmer length and the simplest head-to-tail array organiza-
CSTCAAC) or T3LX and 3900-13(CTGATTGCTTAATCTAT

tion (Vershinin et al. 1995). In contrast, the more distal CTTTAC), 96 3 35 sec, 7 cycles of 92 3 40 sec, 48 3 1 min,
satellites display considerable monomer length varia- 68 3 4 min, 22 cycles of 92 3 40 sec, 48 3 10 sec, and 68 3

3 min. Crw-R39-related downstream sequences were as follows:tion or unexpectedly complex head-to-head organiza-
AW37 (TATGTKCTKATHTGGTGGGAYCARAT) and BOTYRtion (Vershinin et al. 1995).
(GGCATGACAAGCCACTCATA), under conditions as de-Rye is also notable for the frequent occurrence of a
scribed above.

supernumerary, or B chromosome, which is found in Probes were made by single-primer PCR labeling of PCR
many populations throughout its geographical range. fragments from the 3900 plasmid template: 15OUT (CAATAT

TGTGAGTGTTTTGCGA) was used to label the 15OUT/A single rye B chromosome contains the equivalent of
600OUT (GTCTTTCTTCCAACTATCTTT) product (3900 se-10% of the host haploid DNA content, but no major
quence bases 2287–2779), and 800R (CGCACTAGCCTACGGgenes have been located on it, and its presence appears
ATAGA) was used to label 800R/15HR2 (GTTCTATACTAGA

to alter the host phenotype only via nonspecific nucleo- TCCAATAA; 915–1584).
typic effects (reviewed in Jones and Puertas 1993). Fluorescence in situ hybridization: Preparation and pretreat-

ment of the cytological preparations and fluorescence in situIt has been suggested on theoretical grounds that the
hybridization (FISH) were performed according to publishedaddition of B chromosomes may improve nuclear orga-
procedures (Heslop-Harrison et al. 1991; Leitch and Hes-nization in rye (Ostaschevsky 1996), although it is
lop-Harrison 1992; Pan et al. 1992; Zhong et al. 1996).

more generally believed to be “selfish.” The B chromo- Briefly, probe DNA was labeled either with digoxigenin-11-
some appears to be optimized for its own nuclear func- dUTP or biotin-11-dUTP and was hybridized to pretreated

chromosome preparations overnight at 378 in the presencetion, as variants that arise at a significant frequency in
inter alia of 50% deionized formamide in an Omnislide in situlaboratory stocks are not found in the wild nor are they
hybridization system (Hybaid). Slides were washed stringentlymaintained in experimental populations. Much of the
in 20% (v/v) formamide in 0.13 SSC at 428 before probe

B chromosome, including the centromere, is closely detection with FITC-conjugated antidigoxigenin antibodies or
related to the host A genome (Tsujimoto and Niwa avidin-rhodamine, as appropriate. Amplification of the signals

was effected either by FITC-conjugated secondary antibodies1992; Wilkes et al. 1995), but a subtelomeric domain
or by anti-avidin-biotin followed by a second round of avidin-on the long arm fails to show significant cross-hybridiza-
rhodamine binding. The chromosomes were counterstainedtion to rye DNA in in situ hybridization. This is the
in DAPI and mounted in Vectashield. Fluorescent images were

most polymorphic domain in natural populations and captured by a cooled CCD camera, assigned false color, and
appears at metaphase to be the physical counterpart of manipulated uniformly in Adobe Photoshop.

Sequence analysis: Database searches were performed withthe heterochromatic subtelomeric domains found on
BLAST, and further sequence analysis was carried out withthe rye A chromosomes. Surprisingly, none of the A
the Genetics Computer Group (Madison, WI) programs. Se-satellite families are found within the B chromosome
quence alignments were displayed using GeneDoc (K. B. Nich-

heterochromatin. Instead, at least two novel families are olas, and H. B. Nicholas, distributed by the authors). Curvature
found at a high copy number. Both are longer than predictions were made using the bend.it server (http://
typical satellites (1.1 and 3.9 kb). Here, we describe www2.icgeb.trieste.it/zdna/index.html) using the DNase

I-based bendability parameters of Brukner et al. (1995) andother atypical complexities in this domain. This report
the consensus bendability scale (Gabrielian and Pongorshows that the two sequence families have been assem-
1996).bled from fragments of a variety of sequence elements,

and it proposes that they have been recently recruited
to a heterochromatic role. We discuss their current orga-

RESULTS
nization in terms of a transitory step in the evolution

Complex organization of the B chromosome subtelo-of a more conventional satellite domain composed of
homogeneous arrays. meric domain: Two repeat families (D1100 and E3900)
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TABLE 1

Characterization of EcoRI restriction fragments from rye
genomic clones

Band size E3900 D1100 Hybridization
Clone (kb) homology homology specificity

lGD1100-1 3.2 2 1 B specific
2.5 2 1 A 1 B
2.1 2 1 B specific
1.1a 2 1 B specific

lGE3900-2 3.9a 1 2 B specific
2.7 1 2 B specific
2.1 2 2 A 1 B
0.5 1 2 B specific

lGE3900-4 6.5 1 2 A 1 B
3.9a 1 2 B specific
3.2 1 2 A 1 B
2.7 1 2 B specific

lGE3900-5 2.7 1 2 B specific
2.6 2 1 B specific

lGE3900-6 2.6 2 1 B specific

a Correspondence of bands to the predicted size of canonical
B-chromosome-specific families.

hybridization appears to represent isolated islands of
Figure 1.—Meiotic prophase chromosomes of rye, hybrid- these sequences. It is difficult to reconcile this range of

ized with E3900 and D1100 clones. Complex organization is distribution patterns with simple expansion of tandem
seen, including an apparent large duplication (arrow). (A) arrays through recombination at homologous sites, evenSimultaneous display of DAPI-stained DNA (red), E3900 se-

if complex higher-order or hybrid repeats are consid-quences (blue), and D1100 sequences (green). (B) Blue chan-
ered.nel alone (E3900). (C) Green channel alone (D1100). Bar,

5 mm. The structural complexity revealed by cytogenetic
methods was also seen in genomic clones. A partial
library was constructed from the DNA of a rye plant

have previously been shown to be major components containing four B chromosomes in the vector lEMBL3
of the subtelomeric domain of rye B chromosomes and was screened with the E3900 clone. A total of 12
(Sandery et al. 1990; Blunden et al. 1993). Southern positive plaques were selected, from which four clones
analysis indicated that the unit size of each family is (designated lGE3900-2, -4, -5, and -6) were chosen for
relatively constant (1.1 and 3.9 kb, respectively) and further characterization on the basis of their distinctive
that most members of each are arranged in tandem patterns in initial EcoRI digests. The library was re-
arrays (Sandery et al. 1990; Blunden et al. 1993). The screened with the D1100 clone and a number of positive
simplest mechanism with which to generate this pattern plaques were recovered. Each gave the same pattern
is unequal sister chromatid exchange (Smith 1976), on EcoRI digestion, and a single clone (designated
which would eventually result in large homogeneous lGD1100-1) was chosen for further characterization.
blocks of particular families, as seen for the A genome Some restriction fragments of these clones were of sizes

predicted from previous Southern analysis of thesatellites (Vershinin et al. 1995). FISH of D1100 and
E3900 probes to the extended chromosomes found at B-chromosome-specific families. However, other frag-

ments (e.g., 6.5-kb band in lGE3900-4) do not corre-meiotic prophase demonstrates a more complex ar-
rangement (Figure 1). Both sequences are distributed spond to any known size variants. The identity of these

fragments was investigated by Southern hybridizationthroughout the domain, but marked local variations
occur, suggesting the presence of distinct subdomains, with D1100 and E3900 clones; individual fragments were

also recovered from gels and used as probes on genomicwith E3900 being particularly highly concentrated at the
most distal subdomain. A megabase-scale duplication of DNA extracted from rye plants with B chromosomes

(1B DNA) or without B chromosomes (0B DNA). Tablealternating D1100- and E3900-rich subdomains appears
to have occurred (Figure 1, arrows). Finally, there are 1 summarizes the results.

There are three conclusions from this analysis. First,regions of the domain in which neither repeat is pres-
ent. This is most striking in the proximal region of the each clone contains more than one size class of EcoRI

fragments derived from the D1100 or E3900 families,domain, where a spotty distribution of D1100/E3900
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Figure 2.—pRAB2100 contains simi-
larity to the polypurine tract region of
the maize copia-like retrotransposons,
Prem2 and Ropie. More extensive simi-
larity is found with a sequence upstream
of a barley proteinase gene (Z97022;
polypurine tract homology only shown).

and none represents a simple monotonous array. Sec- of localization to the nuclear periphery, so that the
extended B chromosome domain occupies a dispropor-ond, two of the clones identified as containing E3900

also contain sequences related to the D1100 family, indi- tionate surface area and appears to force the A chromo-
some domains into clustered territories. We have foundcating that the two B-chromosome-specific families are

frequently contiguous. Third, several fragments contain that the B-chromosome-specific domain shows further
structural differentiation into the more terminal E3900-sequences that are not B chromosome specific but show

similarity to sequences from rye A chromosomes. Of rich subdomain, which is decondensed even at very late
and very early stages of interphase in both meiotic andthe four bands showing this behavior, three also show

hybridization to B-chromosome-specific bands diagnos- mitotic tissue, and the more proximal D1100-rich subdo-
mains, whose appearance varies from dispersed totic for the characterized families, and they presumably

correspond to junctions between B-chromosome-spe- thread-like, but is consistently more highly condensed
than the E3900 region (Figure 3C). The dispersedcific elements and repetitive sequences common to A

and B chromosomes. The fourth fragment (lGE3900- E3900 subdomain is frequently associated with a discon-
tinuous “satellite” at meiotic prophase, although we are2, 2.1 kb) does not hybridize to either D1100 or E3900.

This last fragment was subcloned into pUC18 and not able to resolve a chromatin link between the two
(Figure 3D).designated as pRAB2100. Southern hybridization pat-

terns of this clone with digested 0B and 1B genomic The E3900 clone contains a retrotransposon frag-
ment: The isolation of the E3900 clone has been de-DNAs indicate that it is part of a large medium-copy-

number repeat family present on both A and B chromo- scribed previously (Blunden et al. 1993). The cloned
DNA is 3984 bp long (Figure 4). Its sequence containssomes (not shown). B-chromosome-specific fragments

identified by the probe suggest that divergent members no significant internal redundancy, other than a single
direct tandem repeat of the sequence between basesof the family have been amplified on the B chromosome.

The probe also hybridizes to sequences in wheat (Triti- 1189 and 1270, and so does not represent a higher-
order arrangement of satellite DNA.cum aestivum) and barley (Hordeum vulgare). Sequencing

of the ends of this clone indicated that it was homolo- The only extensive region of similarity to previously
characterized sequences lies between bases 2853 andgous to a sequence found in the barley genome. A highly

conserved motif found in both sequences shows identity 3384, which encodes a partial reading frame for the gag
protein of an LTR retrotransposon, most closely relatedto the polypurine binding site of the maize copia-like

retrotransposons PREM2 and Ropie (Figure 2). The to a highly conserved Ty3/gypsy family, crwydryn, which
has colonized the centromeres of the Poaceae (T. Lang-pRAB2100 sequence is therefore likely to be derived at

least in part from the LTR of a related retrotransposon. don, C. Seago, M. Mende, M. Leggett, H. Thomas,
J. W. Forster, H. Thomas, R. N. Jones and G. Jenkins,FISH to rye metaphase chromosomes with pRAB2100

demonstrated that it is dispersed throughout both A unpublished results; Presting et al. 1998; Figure 5; see
below). This region is not contiguous in the E3900and B genomes (not shown).

Unusual and contrasting nucleotypic behavior by clone, which was derived by EcoRI digestion of genomic
DNA, and is therefore cut at the EcoRI site within theE3900- and D1100-rich domains: The subtelomeric do-

main of the rye B chromosome has been described as gag regions of adjacent tandem repeats. However, the
integrity of this sequence in the genome was confirmedheterochromatic as a consequence of its highly con-

densed appearance in mitotic and meiotic metaphase by PCR with oligonucleotides that span the EcoRI site
(not shown). The open reading frame is continuouskaryotypes (Figure 3A). However, a dispersed appear-

ance of D1100-containing domains in some interphase throughout its length, and the degree of conservation
with gag genes from divergent species implies that thecells has been described (Morais-Cecilio et al. 1997),

and this is typically seen in the outbred B chromosome sequence has recently been derived from an active ele-
ment, which we have designated as crw-R39.line used in the current work. This contrasts with the

constitutively condensed appearance of the A subtelo- The remainder of the E3900 clone appears to be
unrelated to this gag sequence. We were unable to findmeric heterochromatin, which is visible as chromocen-

ters throughout interphase (Figure 3B). The contrast even fragmentary homologies with other canonical ret-
rotransposon protein components, which usually showis particularly striking as the B-chromosome-specific do-

main appears to share the property of the A domains levels of conservation far higher than those of gag. In
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Figure 3.—The B chro-
mosome subtelomeric do-
main has distinctive cyto-
logical properties when
compared with equivalent
regions of the A genome.
(A) At somatic C metaphase,
DAPI-stained subtelomeric
domains of both A and B
chromosomes are highly
condensed. B chromo-
somes are identified by
arrows. (B) In pollen,
mother cells at interphase,
DAPI-stained chromocen-
ters (red, main picture and
top right inset) represent-
ing condensed A genome
heterochromatin contrast
with dispersed centromeric
(green, upper region main
picture and mid-right in-
set), and B-chromosome-
specific sequences (E3900
green, lower region main
picture and mid-right inset;
D1100 blue, main picture
and lower right inset).
(C) At somatic inter-
phase, D1100-rich subdo-
mains (green) are more
compact and show a greater
degree of organization than
E3900-rich subdomains
(blue). (D) Extended chro-
mosomes at meiotic pro-
phase (see also Figure 1)
demonstrate that there are
equivalent amounts of the
D1100-rich (green) and
E3900-rich (blue) subdo-
mains, and they show that
the latter subdomains are
more dispersed, appearing
as satellite blocks physically
disassociated from the main
chromosomes (arrows).

addition, there is neither similarity to the LTR se- sequence is strikingly similar to a coding region of the
2-oxoglutarate/malate translocator genes of rice andquences associated with related gag genes nor duplica-

tion of sequences flanking the gag reading frame, as millet (Taniguchi and Sugiyama 1996; Figure 6A),
which suggests that the equivalent region of the ryewould be expected for LTRs. Taken together with the

absence of upstream tRNA-primer-binding sites, it is translocator homologue may have been recruited as
“filler” DNA during repair at this site. This suggestionunlikely that the gag sequence retains any potential for

mobility (see below and discussion). The E3900 family, is supported by the 7/8-bp match between the 39 part
of the duplication and the relevant 59 region of the ricetherefore, does not appear to correspond to a scram-

bled, “slave,” or otherwise degenerate retrotransposon translocator, which would allow invasion of the translo-
cator sequences by the broken gag end. The 13-bp dupli-despite the presence of this single fragment.

The E3900 gag fragment has been generated by chro- cation is expected to be derived from the gag gene as
a further filler sequence, following the pattern foundmosomal rearrangements: The downstream limit of gag-

related sequences is defined by a 73-bp insert, flanked by at the junctions of spontaneous deletions within the
waxy (Wx) gene of maize (Wessler et al. 1990), presum-a 13-bp duplication (12/13 base identity). The inserted
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Figure 4.—Sequence of the E3900 clone (GenBank accession no. AF222021). The gag reading frame is indicated in boldface
type, duplicated sequences at SDSA rearrangement junctions are highlighted, and filler sequences are given in lowercase.
Imperfect tandem direct repeats at 591–603/604–615 and 1188–1265/1267–1340 are underlined, and short microsatellite se-
quences associated with rearrangements are in italics (including, at 1251–1255 and 1326–1330, the presumed ancestral motifs
of the GAAT array at 1348–1363).

ably generated by a slip mispairing mechanism during the presumed insert is well conserved even between
millet and bovine homologues (Taniguchi and Sugi-DNA synthesis (see discussion). In agreement with this

model, the sequences downstream of the second dupli- yama 1996).
Evidence for a similar process is seen at the upstreamcation appear to be unrelated to either gag or transloca-

tor genes. The absence of further translocator-derived limit of the gag fragment (Figure 6B). The conserved
reading frame extends 59 from the region shown insequence is particularly clear, as the peptide motif after
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Figure 5.—Homologies
of the E3900 ORF. Two cen-
tromeric elements, centC
(AF078917) and osrch3
(AF0 58905), were de-
scribed in maize (Ananiev
et al. 1998b) and rice (Dong
et al. 1998), respectively.
Ty3/gypsy gag proteins were
derived from two Arabi-
dopsis database entries
(arab1, AC006267; arab2,
AF128395), and from the
del-1 (X13886) and Cft-1
(Z11866) retrotransposons
of Lilium and Cladospor-
ium, respectively.

Figure 5B to a stop codon at bases 2850–2852, contained in the 1B reaction only. Products were cloned and
sequenced; 4 1B clones all contained gag sequenceswithin 14 bp, which duplicates the sequence lying 39

bp downstream. There is no in-frame methionine be- identical to E3900, while all 14 0B clones characterized
were derived from two related but divergent families.tween this position and the conserved peptide motifs.

To confirm that this was the junction of a rearrangement One of the 1B clones (designated crw-R39-1) was se-
quenced in its entirety and aligned with E3900. Identityand to clarify the origin of the gag sequence, we at-

tempted to recover intact fragments of the original ele- with E3900 is found downstream of the presumed junc-
tion (base 2853), but ends abruptly upstream of thisment. The crwydryn family, in common with other LTR

retrotransposons, uses a tRNAmet primer-binding site. point (Figure 6B). An open reading frame (ORF) in
this clone extends a further 46 aa; a potential initiatorWe therefore carried out PCR with both 0B and 1B rye

DNA using a 59 oligonucleotide based on the crwydryn methionine is found 16 aa from the beginning of this
ORF. Translation initiation at this site would be consis-priming site and a degenerate 39 oligonucleotide based

on an E3900/crwydryn consensus peptide motif. PCR tent with the relative position of the conserved motifs
in other gag genes shown in Figure 6. We thereforeproduct of z900 bp was recovered from both template

DNAs; however, two to four times more product was conclude that crw-R39-1 represents the ancestral se-
quence of the E3900 gag fragment and that the sequenceobtained from the 1B DNA (not shown). Direct se-

quencing of the products indicated that the different in E3900 has been generated by rearrangements involv-
ing slipped mispairing during DNA synthesis, whichyields reflected the presence of E3900 gag sequences

Figure 6.—Sequence analy-
sis of the 3900 gag reading
frame. (A) A 73-bp insertion
in the 3900 gag reading
frame is highly similar to
coding regions of 2-oxo-
glutarate/malate translo-
cator genes from rice
(AU032846) and millet
(D45073) (shaded). The in-
sert occurs three bases
downstream of a tripeptide
motif conserved in the 3900
and crw-1 reading frames
(MIR, ATGATACGT), and
it is flanked by a 13-bp dupli-
cation (overlined). Part of
the duplication is similar to
the 59 region of the trans-
porter sequence. (B) A 14-
bp duplication is found at

the 59 junction of the 3900 gag gene. The duplication (boxed) is derived from a region 39 bp downstream of the gag breakpoint,
which is identified by comparison with an intact gag sequence. The sequence of the original gag gene preceding the breakpoint
is shown in lowercase, and bases 2811–2930 of the E3900 sequence are shown below. The breakpoint is indicated by a bar.
Underlined bases are identical to those of a second potential instability motif found downstream of the E3900 gag sequence.
The crw-R39-1 GenBank accession no. is AF223161.
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Figure 7.—Methylation of restriction sites in the E3900 family. (A) Location of restriction sites and probe templates in the
E3900 clone [vertical lines contained within the box represent HpaII/MspI; vertical lines extending below box indicate EcoRII;
and vertical lines extending above box indicate BamHI (labeled B), PstI (P), or EcoRI (E)]. The position of the gag open reading
frame is indicated (stippled box). Also indicated is the position of the probes used for methylation characterization. Methylation
status is indicated below the box, with shading representing the approximate extent of modification (black, complete methylation;
white, no methylation). HpaII/MspI methylation indicated by lozenges—top, HpaII; bottom, MspI. Circles, EcoRII; hexagon, PstI.
(B) Analysis of methylation in leaf tissue. Specificity of the methylation pattern is indicated by the EcoRI/HpaII fragments
(brackets), and the relative abundance of fully digested EcoRII fragments was detected by probe 15OUT, but not by 800R
(asterisks).

have resulted in the deletion of the remainder of the junction present in E3900. PCR using degenerate oligo-
nucleotides based on conserved peptide motifs in thecrw-R39 retrotransposon.

Sequential evolution of the E3900 gag fragment: We E3900 gag gene and the crwydryn reverse transcriptase
generated equal amounts of a 1.9-kb product fromalso attempted to recover downstream sequences of the

crw-R39 retrotransposon to better characterize the 39 equivalent quantities of both 0B and 1B templates. Di-
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rect sequencing indicated that the product of both tem- they are common in cereal genomes and it has been
found that they show a marked, and possibly functional,plates was indeed very similar and that it was related

but not identical to that in E3900. The homology was association with matrix attachment sites (MARs; Avra-
mova et al. 1998). D1100 contains only the core andsufficiently close that, on the basis of the presence of a

conserved tripeptide motif (Figure 6A), we were able one arm of the MITE, as determined by comparison
with intact elements found in a number of databaseto confirm the position of the downstream breakpoint

as lying within 3 bases of the start of the translocator- entries for barley and wheat genes (Figure 8A), the
most notable of which are found clustered at a sitelike sequence. No similarities were found downstream

of this point, indicating that, as with the 59 junction, the downstream of the Ost I gene within a 60-kb contiguous
barley sequence (Panstruga et al. 1998). Three Tnr-rearrangement had deleted associated retrotransposon

sequences. like elements are found within z600 bp at this position,
whereas only two more individual elements occur else-One possible explanation for the failure to recover

crw-R39 downstream sequences is that only rearranged where in the sequence, one within 2.5 kb of the cluster,
immediately downstream of the Ost I gene, and thefragments are present at significant levels. We carried

out PCR with the crwydryn PBS oligonucleotide de- second some 8 kb away, immediately downstream of the
Mlo gene. Three other unrelated inverted repeats arescribed above and an E3900-specific oligonucleotide

whose target lies downstream of the 39 gag rear- found within the sequence (at 7.6, 15.6, and 28.9 kb);
only one shows similarities to other current databaserangement; a 1-kb product was readily amplified from

1B but not 0B rye genomic DNA. It therefore appears entries (with barley limit dextrinase, P 5 7.4e 2 10).
The Tnr-like sequence within D1100 therefore appearsthat intact crw-R39 elements are rare, even on the B

chromosome, but that after the 39 truncation event, a to be derived from one of the most abundant MITE
families in temperate cereals, whose distribution is likelyB-chromosome-specific amplification of the rearranged

sequences has occurred. Following the second 59 rear- to mirror that of the MAR-linked elements identified
in tropical species.rangement that removed upstream crw-R39 sequences,

further round(s) of amplification have led to the cur- A potential instability motif is present in E3900 and
D1100: The Tnr-like sequence in D1100 is truncatedrent situation where the majority of crw-R39 gag se-

quences detectable by Southern hybridization are part and appears to have been rearranged by the same
slipped mispairing and synthesis mechanism seen inof the E3900 repeat. Given that most functional compo-

nents of the crw-R39 element are removed by the first E3900. A 12-bp duplication, separated by 15 bp of con-
served Tnr-like sequence, is found at the limit of therearrangement, it is likely that the gag sequences have

played a passive role throughout the amplification pro- D1100 Tnr homology (Figure 8B). Strikingly, a similar
motif is found immediately upstream of the 59 junctionscess and are not themselves responsible for their insta-

bility. of both the E3900 gag fragment and the D1100 Tnr
element (Figure 8), although there is no significantThe E3900 family displays unusual methylation pat-

terns: We used the isoschizomers HpaII/MspI and Eco- sequence similarity elsewhere between the families. The
motif is repeated some 400 bp upstream of the TnrRII/BstNI/MvaI to examine the methylation patterns

of E3900 in genomic DNA extracted from leaf tissue. junction in D1100 and at the 39 end of E3900. A related
sequence is present in the maize 180-bp satellite thatSurprisingly, we found that while most HpaII sites

screened were modified, as expected for plant repetitive forms tandem arrays within knob heterochromatin. The
second E3900 motif and the 180-bp motif are both par-DNA, the site(s) at 1920 and/or 1997 appear(s) to be

specifically protected (Figure 7). The MspI digest indi- tially duplicated (Figure 9); the maize duplication is
seen as an occasional 202-bp variant (Ananiev et al.cates that there is also relative undermethylation at site

3067. The situation at EcoRII sites is more complex, but 1998a).
again, there appears to be differential methylation with
a relative lack of modification of the gag region and

DISCUSSION
sequences immediately upstream of it. This is demon-
strated, for example, by low levels of completely digested Generation of novel sequences in the B chromosome-

specific domain: The E3900 and D1100 families, whichfragments detected by the 15OUT probe; only partially
digested fragments are seen with probe 800R. The PstI are amplified specifically within the B chromosome sub-

telomeric domain in the rye genome, are made up ofsite in the central region (position 1700) is also cleaved
in a significant proportion of family members. fragments of a number of previously unrelated ele-

ments. Those fragment junctions that can be unambigu-The D1100 family contains a rearranged MITE ele-
ment: The published sequence of the D1100 family ously identified indicate that a common process has

been responsible for their rearrangement, suggesting(Houben et al. 1996) contains sequences related to
Tnr1, a miniature inverted-repeat transposable element that the assembly of each family may have occurred

within the B chromosome domain itself as a conse-(MITE) originally identified in rice (Tenzen et al. 1994).
While the origin and activities of MITEs are still unclear, quence of the domain’s inherent instability, rather than
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Figure 8.—The D1100 sequence contains a Tnr1-like MITE, which has been truncated by an SDSA repair-mediated event.
(A) Similarity of the D1100 sequence to other MITEs. The ends of the elements are particularly well conserved, as shown by
similarities to equivalent regions in rice Tnr1B and an element in the Vicia faba chitinase gene. Two wheat and five barley
elements are shown, including the three clustered elements found near the Mlo gene. (B) The upstream junction of the D1100
MITE. Tnr-like sequences are shaded. A 12-bp sequence conserved in the MITE is duplicated at the rearrangement junction
and is partially duplicated downstream (boxes). Sequences duplicated exactly upstream in D1100 are underlined; the duplication
may contain an instability motif (Figure 9).

through any intrinsic properties of the ancestral compo- creating rearrangements with a tendency for duplica-
tion rather than deletion.nents. This suggestion is supported by a number of

observations. First, although both E3900 and D1100 We propose, therefore, that the E3900 and D1100
families have originated from part of the rye A genomecontain fragments of mobile elements, key regions of

each element required in conventional mechanisms of that has undergone a progressive series of amplification
and simplification steps as a consequence of its positionmobility have been lost in the most highly amplified

family members. Second, the complexity of the genomic as the most centromere-distal region in the ancestral
B chromosome fragment. The observed concentrationclones argues against any simple clonal expansion of

the families as the result of the acquisition of novel gradient of D1100 and, even more strikingly, E3900
(Figure 1) indicates that even within the B-chromosome-emergent properties (for example, array expansion as

a result of the generation of recombinogenic ends by specific domain, selective amplification occurs chiefly,
if not entirely, at the most distal point. A possible basistransposase nicking; Kipling and Warburton 1997).

Finally, rearrangements on a megabase scale are also for this pattern is suggested by the consistent observa-
tion of apparently discontinuous blocks of E3900 at thisseen within the B-chromosome domain (Figure 1). In

total, these observations indicate that some process acts distal tip during meiotic prophase (Figure 3). While the
chromatin linking these blocks may be present althoughindiscriminately on the B chromosome-specific domain,

Figure 9.—A potential
instability motif is found ad-
jacent to rearrangement junc-
tions. The motif (shaded) is
found upstream of re-
arrangements in E3900 (la-
beled u/s 3900) and D1100
(d/s 1100) and upstream

of preferential insertion sites of retrotransposons in maize knob DNA (duplication knob); junctions are indicated by //. Partial
duplications of the motif occur at a second site in E3900 (d/s 3900—the sequence given is contiguous; the second duplication
is aligned underneath the first and is shown in capital letters) and in the 202-bp variant of maize knob DNA (insert). A second
motif is also present in D1100; it is not known if the flanking sequences are rearranged.
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not detectable, it is clear that it must be at best highly plications may arise during lagging-strand DNA replica-
tion when discontinuous DNA synthesis provides bothstretched and prone to breakage. A number of mecha-

nisms could result in the DNA flanking a breakpoint in free ends and long stretches of single-stranded DNA in
close proximity. Rearrangements occurring at such athis region being used as a template in its repair (for

example, by SDSA using a related region of a sister well-defined stage may also be consistently resolved in
a particular manner as a consequence of the presence ofchromatid as a template). If increases in size are favored

while the position of the potential fragile site is main- specialized enzymes, RNA primers, and so on. A simple
explanation for the E3900 and D1100 rearrangementstained at a fixed distance from the chromosome end,

rounds of sampling will result in ever-decreasing com- may then be that DNA replication is in some way im-
paired in this domain, leading to frequent lesions thatplexity of distal sequences. It is significant that equiva-

lent regions of the rye A chromosomes are also unusual are repaired in this specific manner. This explanation
is not incompatible with the stretching/breakage modelin the quantity of amplified repetitive DNA that they

contain, which is far in excess of that seen in related described above, if lesions initiated during DNA replica-
tion are not resolved until prophase.species, such as wheat, and that rearrangements of these

satellites are more frequent in distal regions (Vershinin Preferred sites for rearrangements in amplified se-
quences: Although the lesions repaired by SDSA mayet al. 1995). Spontaneous breakage in the heterochro-

matin of A chromosomes has been reported previously be created by random domain-wide processes, there
appear to be sequences that are preferentially involved(Gustafson et al. 1983), giving credence to the notion

that this class of DNA on B chromosomes may be rela- in rearrangements. The most prominent of these is the
instability motif seen adjacent to junctions in bothtively fragile. Therefore, both instability and the drive

to expand terminal regions may be general features of E3900 and D1100, which is similar to a sequence found
near the hot spot for retrotransposon integration identi-the rye genome rather than novel properties of the B

chromosome. fied in the maize knob satellite (Ananiev et al. 1998a;
Figure 9). Almost all characterized knob insertions haveA single mechanism for B-chromosome-specific do-

main rearrangements? The junctions between the com- occurred at either of two sites that, like the B-chromo-
some family junctions, lie approximately one helicalponent fragments of the B-chromosome-specific fami-

lies are unusually consistent in containing duplications turn downstream of the conserved motif. It was sug-
gested that the hot spot may reflect the physical struc-of flanking sequences. Those examples described above

are clearly defined by comparison with conserved se- ture of this region (Ananiev et al. 1998a). In support
of this suggestion, A tracts, such as those found in thequences but similar arrangements involving uncharac-

terized elements are also likely to be present; for exam- motif, have previously been found to adopt unusual
conformations (Young et al. 1995; Mollegaard et al.ple a duplication of bases 3641–3658 is present 12 bp

downstream and immediately flanking a series of simple 1997), and the preferential integration sites of a variety
of retroelements are bent or kinked (Muller and Var-sequence repeats [(TTTTC)4; Figure 4; also see below].

Duplication patterns of this type have been found to mus 1994; Pruss et al. 1994; Tatout et al. 1998). Analysis
of B-chromosome-specific sequences using the BENDoccur in the majority of spontaneous deletions in the

maize Wx gene (Wessler et al. 1990) and during the algorithm, as implemented by the bend.it server (Good-
sell and Dickerson 1994; Munteanu et al. 1998), fur-creation of maize Ds elements (Rubin and Levy 1997).

These cases are believed to be examples of a specialized ther strengthen this proposal. Curvature maxima are
predicted at instability motifs in both E3900 (gag junc-version of SDSA repair, a process in which the 39 ends of

a donor template invade a recipient and extend within tion) and D1100 (upstream duplication; Figure 10). It
therefore appears possible that distortion of the DNAsynthesis “bubbles” rather than generate large stable

heteroduplexes of newly synthesized strands (Nassif et helix in the vicinity of these motifs is sufficiently great
that nicking or melting may occur, providing substratesal. 1994). The relatively short length of contact between

donor and recipient facilitates dissociation of the mole- both for SDSA and integrase reactions.
Sequence rearrangements in chromatin structure:cules and repair of the break by end joining of the

donor 39 ends, while leaving the recipient molecule Strikingly, the E3900 maximum takes the form of a
double peak, separated by 54 bp, which resembles theunchanged. If SDSA uses a homologous template, the

original donor sequence may be reconstituted; however, nucleosome-positioning structure seen in a number of
satellite families (Fitzgerald et al. 1994), raising thenonhomologous templates have been found to be used

frequently in the repair of double-strand breaks in possibility that the motifs help determine the families’
conformation as well as susceptibility to rearrangement.plants (Gorbonuva and Levy 1997; Salomon and

Puchta 1998). Most of the filler DNA incorporated Linker regions that determine both nucleosome phas-
ing and sensitivity to chromosome breakage have beenduring SDSA repair of these induced breaks is derived

from sequences that are not physically linked, however, described previously (Lanzer 1994). The E3900 double
peaks are separated by an SDSA junction, so that theand does not give rise to the duplication patterns de-

scribed above. Wessler et al. (1990) suggested that du- putative nucleosome positioning region has been cre-
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ated by the rearrangement. Other potentially curved tion can be made by replacing the CpG motif with TpA.
This single change decreased the predicted curvatureregions in E3900 are also associated with rear-

rangements, most notably two regions in the 59 half of of the region from z128 per helical turn to z10.58. The
specificity of this effect is demonstrated in Figure 10C,the sequence. In both cases, two events appear to have

occurred at a single motif, again suggesting preferential where all CpG dinucleotides have been replaced by TpA.
Most peaks show little change either in position or mag-use of particular motifs or structures. At z600 bp, the

motif TAGTTAGTTKGT has been duplicated in tan- nitude, despite replacements of almost 10% of the
E3900 sequence. Remarkably, there is very strong en-dem; a subsequent SDSA event appears to have created

a further duplication of the core sequence TAGTTGGC- hancement of the predicted peak adjacent to 1908 bp,
which again can be shown to be due almost entirely toTAGTT, flanking a filler sequence of 128 bp that con-

tains a potentially bent region (Figure 4). Further down- a single dinucleotide replacement. Replacement at both
peaks increases the probability of a 5n (1035-bp) struc-stream, the motif GGCAAGCA beginning at 1363 bp

appears to represent the end point of two partial dupli- ture while reducing the probability of an out-of-phase
structure at 2.5n. Another strong single replacementcation events, one creating two approximate direct re-

peats of 79 and 74 bp and the second creating a short effect is seen at z3540 bp, where methylation increases
the probability of a 2n structure. Although these simula-GAAAT microsatellite. Immediately downstream of the

motif is a potentially bent region. tions must be treated with caution, it is tempting to
speculate that the 1920-bp HpaII site is protected fromIn all three of these cases, unusual structures appear

to have been created or enhanced at preexisting unsta- methylation as a consequence of structural constraints,
either because the bases are not accessible to methylasesble rearrangement sites. The predicted structures tend

to have a regular spatial organization, with a periodicity or because the site acts as a switch between two chroma-
tin conformations and its methylation is not compatibleof multiples of 207 bp (Figure 10). The most plausible

explanation for these events is that nucleosome posi- with the function of the B chromosome domain in leaf
tissue. This possibility is discussed further below.tioning, typical of heterochromatic repeats, is evolving

on previously euchromatic DNA, which is unlikely to Potential significance of amplified sequences: Struc-
tural considerations appear to have been important inhave contained strong packaging signals (Lowary and

Widom 1997). In a number of cases rearrangements the more recent stages of evolution of the B-chromo-
some-specific families, but are unlikely to have beenhave optimized the periodicity. Thus, the direct repeats

at 1188–1341 may have created an 828-bp spacing (4n) significant in the initial stages of amplification, when
individual families would not have been sufficiently con-from the previous z750 bp, while the complex re-

arrangements downstream of the gag fragment may have centrated to have had large-scale effects on chromatin
conformation. Although the large number of fragmentsresulted in more gradual optimization, leading to identi-

cal 4n spacing. The D1100 family has also adopted the apparently involved in E3900 evolution suggest that
many random events have occurred, there are distinc-same periodicity; the monomer size, 1043 bp, represents

a potential 5n unit (1035 bp). The 207-bp unit length tive elements in both E3900 and D1100 that may have
provided adaptive advantages during their initial ampli-is longer than that described for nucleosomes of rye A

genome satellites or bulk euchromatin (Vershinin and fication.
The most interesting fragment present in the B-chro-Heslop-Harrison 1998), although a similar arrange-

ment of 210-bp units anchored by nucleosomes posi- mosome-specific families is the E3900 sequence derived
from a Ty3-gypsy retrotransposon. Initially amplified astioned z1 kb apart has been described recently in the

chicken genome (Liu and Stein 1997). The discrepancy an uninterrupted but chimeric gag reading frame, prob-
ably attached to its original LTR promoter, this se-in unit size may reflect an unusual chromatin composi-

tion or conformation, and it emphasizes that the spacing quence had the potential to express a peptide analogous
to the mouse Fv1 product, a gag-like protein that confersseen has been generated during E3900 evolution rather

than imported as a property of component fragments. resistance to leukemia retrovirus by interfering with a
stage of infection that follows the virus’ entry into thePresumably the acquisition and reinforcement of a spe-

cific chromatin structure has favored the amplification cell (Best et al. 1996). Similar immunity conferred by
the ancestral E3900 gag peptide against endogenousof the current B-chromosome-specific families.

Methylation and chromatin structure: A particularly retrotransposons, which constitute a major fraction of
cereal genomes, could have reduced host genetic loadintriguing aspect of the curvature maxima is the contri-

bution of CpG dinucleotides, which may underlie the inflicted by aggressive retrotransposon families, such as
BARE-1. A less likely explanation is that the gag chimericunusual hypomethylation pattern seen. The predicted

structure near 1908 bp is partly determined by the CpG protein has acquired a novel host function, such as a
role in chromosome activity analogous to the helicase-dinucleotide contained within the HpaII site at 1920 bp,

which appears to be unmethylated (Figure 7). Although like genes carried by repetitive units in fungal subtermi-
nal domains (Sanchez-Alonso and Guzman 1998;there is no current model for reliably predicting the

effect of methylation on DNA structure, an approxima- Yamada et al. 1998). The most obvious role for such a
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Figure 10.—Structural
features correlate with
E3900 rearrangement sites.
(A) Location of rear-
rangement sites in E3900.
Start and end points of du-
plicated sequences are indi-
cated by vertical lines, and
filler sequences are offset.
The large tandem repeats
are indicated by horizontal
arrowheads. A region hav-
ing TT dinucleotides at
z10-bp spacing, which may
favor nucleosome binding,
is indicated by a stippled
box. The unmethylated
HpaII site is indicated by an
arrow, and the Ty3 gag read-
ing frame is also indicated.
(B) bend.it curvature pre-
diction for the E3900 se-
quence. A total of 250 bp of
tandemly arranged E3900
flanking sequences are in-
cluded at each end of the
sequence. Nucleotide scale
corresponds to the diagram
in A, and numbering begins
at position 1 in Figure 4.
Spacings corresponding to
multiples of 207 bp are indi-
cated (414 bp 5 2n, 828 bp
5 4n, and 1035 bp 5 5n).
(C) Same as B, but CpG di-
nucleotides in E3900 have
been replaced throughout
by TpA.

protein would be involvement in the nondisjunction which appears to have been inserted into an AT-rich
sequence, an organization typical of cereal MARs (Avra-mechanism that drives the increase in B chromosome

numbers over generations and that requires a trans- mova et al. 1998). MARs are particularly abundant in
heterochromatin (Strausbaugh and Williams 1996;acting factor from the B-chromosome-specific domain

(Lima-de-Faria 1962). The probable origin of the gag Craig et al. 1997) and the D1100 sequence, whether
singly or in arrays, may still act in this capacity, balancinggene in a centromere-specific retrotransposon element

lends some support to this possibility, as nondisjunction the effect of the E3900 core in the domain overall and
leading to the greater degree of condensation shownoccurs at paracentromeric regions that also may be tar-

gets for the ancestral crwydryn retrotransposition; an specifically by D1100-rich subdomains. The presence of
a single arm of a mobile element is also reminiscent ofinteraction by a gag motif could be the basis for localiza-

tion of both processes. the array of Bari transposons in Drosophila (Caizzi et
al. 1993) and of the ancestral transposon model pro-The D1100 family, in contrast to E3900, is likely to

have played a role in chromosome organization since posed for human a-satellite arrays (Kipling and War-
burton 1997). In both cases, although normal transpo-its origin. The elements are smaller than E3900 and

show no evidence of a genic origin or of such high levels sition is blocked because of damage or divergence of
one transposon end, residual transposase activity mayof rearrangement. Instead, a MITE fragment is present,
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generate recombinogenic nicks that drive array expan- typic benefit associated with it, and the balance between
B chromosome loss and amplification might be ex-sion or homogenization. Similar behavior by the D1100

element could have provided it with an advantage in pected to be capable of adjustment in response to differ-
ent conditions to prevent either extinction or unaccept-its initial colonization of the B-chromosome-specific

domain. It is also possible that head-to-head rear- ably high numbers of B chromosomes in the host. In
agreement with this expectation, large variations inrangements of D1100 units could reconstitute transpos-

able units. Megatransposons, created by head-to-head transmission frequency have been described between
and within populations (Romera et al. 1991). Surpris-arrangements of repetitive arrays, have been proposed

to account for the instability of maize knob domains ingly, nondisjunction occurs at a constant high fre-
quency and the variation in transmission rates appears(Ananiev et al. 1998a); the apparent duplication involv-

ing the D1100-rich subdomains (Figure 1) may have to be generated by differences in pairing efficiency
(Ortiz et al. 1996). This variation has been recentlyoccurred by this means.

The B-chromosome-specific domain represents a inferred to be under genetic control by the B chromo-
some itself (Puertas et al. 1998); we suggest that thetransient stage in satellite evolution: Satellite families

have been studied extensively in both animals and instability of the B chromosome subterminal domain is
likely to play a key role in maintaining this variation.plants, and the evolution of tandemly repeated se-

quences after their organization into arrays has been By analogy with the demonstrated role of heterochro-
matic domains in Drosophila (Dernburg et al. 1996),well documented. The origin of most satellites, however,

is unknown. The data reported here are unusual in the subtelomeric domain may enhance B chromosome
pairing potential when it adopts a heterochromatic con-describing the creation of satellite repeats de novo from

complex euchromatic sequences. It is still not clear why formation. B chromosomes carrying a complex arrange-
ment of D1100 and E3900 families, and hence suscepti-the evolution of new families on the B chromosome

should be favored over the apparently simpler processes ble to PEV, may then give rise to copies that adopt either
a condensed or extended conformation at some stageof capture and amplification or modification of existing

repeats from the A chromosomes, particularly as translo- critical for chromosome pairing, in turn giving rise to
a range of B chromosome copy numbers in progeny.cation of A genome domains to the B chromosome has

been observed (Wilkes et al. 1995). We assume that Small changes in the relative amounts of the families,
generated by chromosomal rearrangements, ectopic re-there is a requirement that the B chromosome subtelo-

meric domain remain distinct, possibly to ensure correct combination, or gene conversion, may shift the balance
between condensed and extended forms, creating novelsegregation or to avoid suppression of the postmeiotic

drive mechanism. transmission frequencies that may allow adaptation to
particular conditions. However, major changes are likelyIt is of some interest to consider if the contemporary

B-chromosome-specific domain represents a stable evo- to result in a chromosome capable of adopting only a
single conformation that will rapidly condemn eitherlutionary stage. The unusual discontinuous appearance

of the most terminal subdomain at meiotic prophase itself or its host to extinction. The sensitivity of the
curvature predictions to the position of CpG dinucleo-and the variable degree of condensation of the domain

in vegetative cells indicate that the region does not tides suggests that the balance may be maintained even
at the epigenetic level, via methylation, consistent withbehave consistently. An obvious explanation is that this

reflects the conflicting properties of the two major se- the demonstrated sensitivity to methylation inhibitors of
B chromosome segregation in vegetative tissue (Neves etquence families, D1100 and E3900, with conformation

effects similar to those seen in the occurrence of posi- al. 1992) and providing a possible link with the maternal
imprinting effect on B chromosome transmissiontion effect variegation (PEV; Wallrath and Elgin

1995). For a standard A chromosome, it may be ex- (Puertas et al. 1990). The constraints imposed by such
a sensitive system are unlikely to be met by a simplepected that predictable behavior would be favored, and

that domain(s) containing a single family would be se- homogeneous array, which would be prone both to
large stochastic changes and to control by the host vialected rapidly. However, it may be to the long-term

advantage of the B chromosome to maintain this insta- specific components. If this model is correct, then the
B chromosome domain represents a new and sophisti-bility. In rye, the B chromosome possesses a postmeiotic

drive mechanism based on nondisjunction, which leads cated example of heterochromatin function.
to preferential segregation of the chromatids of B chro- This work was supported by Biotechnology and Biological Sciences
mosomes to the generative nuclei (Hasegawa 1934). Research Council grant PO1643 to G.J., R.N.J., and J.W.F.
The resulting increase in copy number in progeny is
balanced by some loss of B chromosomes that fail to
pair during meiosis. The standard B chromosome has LITERATURE CITED
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